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New NASA data show how the world is running out of water
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Satellite system flag s stressed aquifers
More than half of Earth’s 37 largest aquifers are being depleted, according to gravitational
data from the GRACE satellite system.
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The world’s largest underground aquifers – a source of fresh water for hundreds of millions of
people — are being depleted at alarming rates, according to new NASA satellite data that
provides the most detailed picture yet of vital water reserves hidden under the Earth’s surface.
Twenty-one of the world’s 37 largest aquifers — in locations from India and China to the United
States and France — have passed their sustainability tipping points, meaning more water was
removed than replaced during the decade-long study period, researchers announced Tuesday.
Thirteen aquifers declined at rates that put them into the most troubled category. The

researchers said this indicated a long-term problem that’s likely to worsen as reliance on
aquifers grows.
Scientists had long suspected that humans were taxing the world’s underground water supply,
but the NASA data was the first detailed assessment to demonstrate that major aquifers were
indeed struggling to keep pace with demands from agriculture, growing populations, and
industries such as mining.
“The situation is quite critical,” said Jay Famiglietti, senior water scientist at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in California and principal investigator of the University of California
Irvine-led studies.
Underground aquifers supply 35 percent of the water used by humans worldwide. Demand is
even greater in times of drought. Rain-starved California is currently tapping aquifers for 60
percent of its water use as its rivers and above-ground reservoirs dry up, a steep increase from
the usual 40 percent. Some expect water from aquifers will account for virtually every drop of the
state’s fresh water supply by year end.
[Rich Californians balk at limits: ‘We’re not all equal when it comes to water’]
The aquifers under the most stress are in poor, densely populated regions, such as northwest
India, Pakistan and North Africa, where alternatives are limited and water shortages could
quickly lead to instability.
The researchers used NASA’s GRACE satellites to take precise measurements of the world’s
groundwater aquifers. The satellites detected subtle changes in the Earth’s gravitational pull,
noting where the heavier weight of water exerted a greater pull on the orbiting spacecraft. Slight
changes in aquifer water levels were charted over a decade, from 2003 to 2013.
“This has really been our first chance to see how these large reservoirs change over time,” said
Gordon Grant, a research hydrologist at Oregon State University, who was not involved in the
studies.
But the NASA satellites could not measure the total capacity of the aquifers. The size of these
tucked-away water supplies remains something of a mystery. Still, the satellite data indicated
that some aquifers may be much smaller than previously believed, and most estimates of aquifer
reserves have “uncertainty ranges across orders of magnitude,” according to the research.

Aquifers can take thousands of years to fill up and only slowly recharge with water from
snowmelt and rains. Now, as drilling for water has taken off across the globe, the hidden water
reservoirs are being stressed.
“The water table is dropping all over the world,” Famiglietti said. “There’s not an infinite supply of
water.”
[California’s water woes primed to get worse as groundwater is drained]
The health of the world’s aquifers varied widely, mostly dependent on how they were used. In
Australia, for example, the Canning Basin in the country’s western end had the third-highest rate
of depletion in the world. But the Great Artesian Basin to the east was among the healthiest.
The difference, the studies found, is likely attributable to heavy gold and iron ore mining and oil
and gas exploration near the Canning Basin. Those are water-intensive activities.
The world’s most stressed aquifer — defined as suffering rapid depletion with little or no sign of
recharging — was the Arabian Aquifer, a water source used by more than 60 million people.
That was followed by the Indus Basin in India and Pakistan, then the Murzuk-Djado Basin in
Libya and Niger.
California’s Central Valley Aquifer was the most troubled in the United States. It is being drained
to irrigate farm fields, where drought has led to an explosion in the number of water wells being
drilled. California only last year passed its first extensive groundwater regulations. But the new
law could take two decades to take full effect.
Also running a negative balance was the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains Aquifer, which
stretches across the southeast coast and Florida. But three other aquifers in the middle of the
country appeared to be in relatively good shape.
Some groundwater filters back down to aquifers, such as with field irrigation. But most of it is lost
to evaporation or ends up being deposited in oceans, making it harder to use. A 2012 study by
Japanese researchers attributed up to 40 percent of the observed sea-level rise in recent
decades to groundwater that had been pumped out, used by humans and ended up in the
ocean.
Famiglietti said problems with groundwater are exacerbated by global warming, which has
caused the regions closest to the equator to get drier and more extreme latitudes to experience

wetter and heavier rains. A self-reinforcing cycle begins. People living in mid-range latitudes not
only pump more water from aquifers to contend with drier conditions, but that water — once
removed from the ground — also then evaporates and gets recirculated to areas far north and
south.
The studies were published Tuesday in the Water Resources Research journal.
Famiglietti said he hoped the findings would spur discussion and further research into how much
groundwater is left.
“We need to get our heads together on how we manage groundwater,” he said, “because we’re
running out of it.”

Todd C. Frankel is a reporter covering people and policy. You can follow him on Twitter: @tcfrankel.
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